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A new perspective into correlation effects in electronically excited states is provided through quantum
information theory. The entanglement between the electron and hole quasiparticles is examined, and it
is shown that the related entanglement entropy can be computed from the eigenvalue spectrum of the
well-known natural transition orbital (NTO) decomposition. Non-vanishing entanglement is obtained
whenever more than one NTO pair is involved, i.e., in the case of a multiconfigurational or collective
excitation. An important implication is that in the case of entanglement it is not possible to gain a
complete description of the state character from the orbitals alone, but more specific analysis methods
are required to decode the mutual information between the electron and hole. Moreover, the newly
introduced number of entangled states is an important property by itself giving information about
excitonic structure. The utility of the formalism is illustrated in the cases of the excited states of two
interacting ethylene molecules, the conjugated polymer para-phenylene vinylene, and the naphthalene
molecule. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4949535]
I. INTRODUCTION
The computational description of electronic excitation
processes has become a common task in quantum chemistry,
and a wide variety of methods have been developed for this
purpose.1–4 The wavefunctions produced in such calculations
are usually described in terms of the canonical orbitals
or by specific visualization protocols5 such as the natural
orbitals,6 the natural transition orbitals (NTOs),7,8 and the
attachment/detachment densities.9 While these techniques are
convenient and intuitive, there is no fundamental reason why
it should be even possible to represent electronic excitations
by such one-particle functions. Indeed a number of cases are
known where standard visualization techniques are insufficient
and specialized protocols have been developed to quantify
diverse specific properties such as excitonic effects,10–15 spatial
correlation,16 collectivity,7,17,18 charge transfer,17,19–22 double
excitation character,5,23 and orbital relaxation.24 In some cases
these methods simply provide a quantitative description of
phenomena that are also apparent otherwise while in other
cases sophisticated analysis strategies are needed to even
get a qualitative description of excited state characters, see,
e.g., Refs. 10, 12, 13, and 17.
The analysis of excited state wavefunctions is particularly
challenging in the cases of interacting chromophores and
extended π-systems where dynamic charge transfer, charge
resonance effects, and excitonic correlation come into play.
This problem is most readily seen in the case of symmetric
dimers where the differentiation between excitonic and charge
resonance states is not possible by a visualization of the
delocalized canonical orbitals alone but only by analyzing the
signs of the individual configurations.13,17,25,26 In practice
this means that special care has to be taken whenever
interacting chromophores are present, as for example in
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the case of DNA.27 Furthermore, in the case of interacting
pentacene molecules, the issue of differentiating between
locally excited and charge resonance character from an NTO
analysis has even led to significant controversy.28–30 In the
case of molecules with extended π systems it has been
understood for a while that non-standard analysis methods are
particularly valuable, and these have been applied successfully
by various groups.10–12,31–36 It has been our aim to supply
a formalism that allows to analyze the wavefunctions of
interacting chromophores and extended systems in a general
quantum chemical context. Whereas our work was initially
based on phenomenological reasoning,17 we have recently
embedded our approach in a more solid formalism within
exciton theory.5,13 The purpose of this work is to connect
these analysis strategies to another well-established physical
concept, the theory of quantum entanglement.37
Whereas the idea of quantum entanglement traces
back to the early days of quantum mechanics,37 significant
additional work has been done in more recent years.38–40 The
phenomenon is most readily studied in a bipartite system, i.e., a
quantum system composed of two subsystems. In this case the
entanglement is quantified by the entanglement entropy. If the
composite system is in a pure state this entanglement entropy
is given by the von Neumann entropy of the subsystems
SA|B = −tr[ρAlog2ρA] = −tr[ρBlog2ρB], (1)
where ρA and ρB are the reduced density operators of the
subsystems A and B.38,39,41,42 The value of SA|B quantifies
the mutual information between the two subsystems, i.e., the
amount of information that is encoded in the correlations
between the subsystems rather than in the subsystems
themselves.39 Aside from some general discussions about
electron correlation,43,44 the above ideas have found their entry
into quantum chemistry mainly in the context of the density
matrix renormalization group theory,41,45 and the computation
of orbital entanglement.42,46 The idea of the current work is
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to apply the same formalism to excited states. Whereas a
similar approach has been considered in the specific case of
quantum dot pairs,47 the more general utility of this approach
in a quantum chemical context is discussed here. The focus
of this work is an analysis of entanglement on a fundamental
level. However, it should be pointed out that entanglement of
electronic excitations has also been discussed in more applied
works, e.g., in the context of photosynthesis48,49 and quantum
computing.47,50
II. METHODS
A. Exciton wavefunctions
The formalism presented here is based on the exciton
picture of an electronic excitation process. Rather than
analyzing the full many-body wavefunctions, an effective
two-body exciton wavefunction χexc (rh,re) is constructed
describing the transition process from the ground to the excited
state in terms of the hole (rh) and electron (re) coordinates.
This exciton wavefunction is simple enough to allow for
a rather intuitive understanding of the excitation process,
and it can be readily subjected to a detailed quantitative
analysis.5,13,16 At the same time the information content of
this two-body function clearly exceeds that of individual
orbitals or densities.
The exciton wavefunction is usually expanded with
respect to an orthonormal basis set of spatial orbitals {φp},
χexc (rh,re) =

pq
Dpqφp(rh)φq(re). (2)
In the case of an effective one-electron theory, such as
configuration interaction with single excitations (CIS), time-
dependent density functional theory (TDDFT), or the Bethe-
Salpeter equation, the electron-hole amplitudes Dpq are usu-
ally directly equated with the response vector elements.12,51,52
We have argued that a natural way to obtain an exciton
wavefunction from arbitrary many-electron wavefunctions
is to use the 1-electron transition density matrix (1TDM)
between the ground state and the excited state of interest.5,13
This can be understood by using Green’s function theory,53 by
using current operators,54 or by considering55 that the 1TDM
presents the best pair function for constructing the excited
state on top of the ground state. The advantage of using the
1TDM is that this is a well-defined quantity independent of
the wavefunction model and, indeed, density matrix based
approaches have been applied to compare results between
different computational methods.24,56–58
Finally, two limitations of this approach should be pointed
out. First, the analysis is only meaningful for states with
dominant one-electron excitation character. Second, a clear
interpretation of the results is only possible if the ground
state possesses closed shell character. However, these cases
certainly encompass a large fraction of the excited states of
interest in organic molecules.
B. Electron-hole entanglement
It is seen in Eq. (2) that the exciton wavefunction
is given as a linear combination of products of hole and
electron orbitals. To emphasize this direct product nature, the
nomenclature of Refs. 39 and 42 is applied and Eq. (2) is
rewritten in the form
| χexc⟩ =

pq
Dpq |φHp ⟩ ⊗ |φEq ⟩. (3)
Using this nomenclature, the density operator of the exciton
(describing a pure quantum state) is given as
ρexc = | χexc⟩⟨χexc|
=

pq

r s
DpqDr s |φHp ⟩⟨φHr | ⊗ |φEq ⟩⟨φEs |. (4)
The reduced density operator of the electron subsystem is
computed by taking the partial trace39,42 over the H subsystem,
which leads to the equation
ρE = trH[ρexc] =
t
⟨φHt |ρexc|φHt ⟩. (5)
Insertion of ρexc from Eq. (4) and using the fact that the
orbitals are orthonormal yields
ρE =
qs

t
DtqDt s |φEq ⟩⟨φEs | =

qs
(DTD)qs |φEq ⟩⟨φEs |. (6)
Here, the expression DTD is the well-known density matrix
of the excess electron, as discussed, e.g., in Refs. 5, 59, and
60. In analogy to Eq. (6), the reduced hole density operator is
given as
ρH =
pr
(DDT)pr |φHp ⟩⟨φHr |. (7)
The spectral representation of the two operators is obtained
by diagonalizing the DTD and DDT matrices
ρH =
i
λi |ψHi ⟩⟨ψHi |, (8)
ρE =
i
λi |ψ˜Ei ⟩⟨ψ˜Ei |, (9)
where in both cases the same eigenvalues λi are obtained. This
formalism, which corresponds to a singular value decompo-
sition of D, is widely used in quantum chemistry7,8,17,61–63
and is usually termed the natural transition orbital (NTO)
decomposition.
At this point it should be clarified that the orbital basis
set {φp} appears only for technical reasons and none of the
following results depend on the choice of the φp orbitals as
long as they form a complete orthonormal basis with respect to
the wavefunctions analyzed. Indeed, it is possible to construct
the electron and hole densities5 and therefore the ρE andρH operators directly in coordinate space. The NTOs are
well defined as the eigenfunctions of these operators even for
electronic structure methods that are not based on orbitals.
Given the electron and hole density operators, it is
possible to define the entanglement entropy between the
electron and hole subsystems47 in analogy to Eq. (1),
SH |E = −tr[ρElog2ρE] = −tr[ρHlog2ρH]. (10)
In the spectral representation of Eqs. (8) and (9) this yields
the simple formula
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SH |E = −

i
λilog2λi, (11)
that can be evaluated directly from the NTO eigenvalues.
Aside from the entropy, we define the effective number of
entangled states as
ZHE = 2SH |E = 1/

i
λ
λi
i , (12)
which is arguably a more intuitive quantity as will be discussed
below, and Eq. (12) will be used as the main working equation
to quantify entanglement.
The ZHE value possesses a simple interpretation under
the assumption that m configurations contribute with equal
weights64
λ1 = λ2 = · · · = λm = 1/m,
λm+1 = λm+2 = · · · = 0. (13)
In this case it holds that ZHE = m is just the number of
configurations involved.
From a numerical point of view the number of entangled
states ZHE is related to the collectivity number
κ =
 
tr DTD
2
tr(DTD)2 , (14)
which was introduced by Luzanov with the main motivation
that it is a lower bound to the matrix rank of D.7,19 An
equivalent formula65
κ = PRNTO =
(i λi)2
i λ
2
i
(15)
was introduced with the idea of counting the number of NTO
configurations as a participation ratio.5,17 In the case of equal
NTO amplitudes [Eq. (13)] the collectivity number and the
number of entangled states both give ZHE = κ = m, while
for more realistic cases we observe that ZHE is generally
somewhat larger than κ.
C. Spatial analysis of exciton wavefunctions
In contrast to the analysis of Sec. II B, which is entirely
based on the NTO eigenvalue spectrum, we have previously
been concerned with an analysis of the spatial distribution
of exciton wavefunctions.13,16,17 Some of these ideas will be
shortly reviewed here. One instructive analysis method is
to divide the system into fragments and compute a partial
integral over χexc where the hole is restricted to one molecular
fragment A while the electron is restricted to fragment B
yielding the charge transfer number17,19
ΩAB =

A
drh

B
dre χexc(rh,re)2. (16)
Here, a diagonal element ΩAA quantifies the weight of
local excitations on A whereas an off-diagonal element ΩAB
quantifies the charge transfer from fragment A to B. The total
amount of charge separation, which will be used below, is
given as the sum
ωCT =
1
Ω

A

B,A
ΩAB (17)
over all off-diagonal charge transfer numbers. Here, Ω =
⟨χexc| χexc⟩ is the squared norm of the exciton wavefunction.
We have recently extended this methodology to the
computation of operator expectation values with respect to
the exciton wavefunction13,16
⟨Oˆ⟩ = ⟨χexc|Oˆ | χexc⟩⟨χexc| χexc⟩ , (18)
which can be readily evaluated for any operator whose
matrix elements in the underlying orbital representation are
available.13 One such expectation value is the root-mean-
square (RMS) electron-hole separation
dexc =

⟨|re − rh |2⟩, (19)
which is interpreted as the exciton size.13 As discussed
previously, the dexc value does not only cover static CT that
can be deduced directly from the orbitals but it also includes
dynamic effects that derive from the interactions between
different NTO transitions.13,16
Long-range correlation effects between the electron and
hole quasiparticles are computed in analogy to the Pearson
correlation coefficient
Reh =
⟨rh · re⟩ − ⟨rh⟩ · ⟨re⟩
σhσe
, (20)
where σh and σe are the RMS sizes of the hole and
electron distributions.16 This value ranges from −1 (perfect
anti-correlation) through 0 (no correlation) to 1 (perfect
correlation). Positive values of Reh are associated to bound
excitons, whereas negative values are related to effective
electron-hole repulsion. The Reh value is concerned with
correlations in the electron-hole picture53 of the excitation.
While a full comparison to the standard electron correlation
picture in quantum chemistry is out of the scope of this work,
it should be pointed out that the concepts are related. It can
be worked out analytically that a non-vanishing Reh value can
only be obtained for multiconfigurational excited states16 and
it will be shown below that there is indeed a semi-quantitative
correspondence between the number of entangled states (as a
measure for multiconfigurational character) and the electron-
hole correlation coefficient.
D. Implementation and computational details
The SH |E and ZHE quantities are readily available
if NTOs are already computed and we have included
them together with our previous NTO implementation5,17
in Q-C 4.3 (accessed with the state_analysis and
nto_pairs keywords).66 An additional implementation is
provided within the TDORE 1.2 program package (using
prop_list=[’S_HE’,’Z_HE’]),67 which contains interfaces
to a wide range of quantum chemistry codes using (in part)
the  library.68 An implementation of our wavefunction
analysis tools within M 8.1 is currently in progress.69
Excited state computations on the ethylene dimer were
performed by means of the algebraic diagrammatic construc-
tion method to second order ADC(2)70,71 in connection with
the SV(P) basis set.72 TDDFT computations were performed
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in the Tamm-Dancoff approximation using the CAM-B3LYP
functional73–75 and the SVP basis set. Naphthalene was
optimized in the ground state at the DFT/B3LYP level while
in the case of the PPV oligomers the geometries were taken
from Ref. 76. All computations were performed with a devel-
opmental version of the Q-C 4.3 program package.66,77
Orbital visualizations were carried out in J 14.78
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Direct product wavefunction
To understand the meaning of the entanglement entropy,
it is beneficial to start with the very simple case where the
spatial exciton wavefunction can be described as a product of
two orbitals
χexc (rh,re) = ψH(rh)ψ˜E(re), (21)
i.e., the case where only one NTO pair contributes to
the excitation (λ1 = 1 and λ2 = λ3 = · · · = 0). In this case
the density operator describes a direct product state, the
reduced density operators are pure states in the subsystems
and the mutual information vanishes, yielding SH |E = 0 and
ZHE = 1. Considering that there is no mutual information
between the electron and hole subsystems, it suffices to
inspect the two orbitals ψH and ψ˜E independently to have
a complete description of the excitation process. The direct
product nature of the excited state can be apparent in the
canonical orbital representation, e.g., in the case of a simple
excitation from the highest occupied MO (HOMO) to the
lowest unoccupied MO (LUMO), whereas in other cases this
is only seen after the NTO transformation. The latter case has
been termed false collectivity.79 It can be worked out that in
the case of a direct product wavefunction the correlation
coefficient Reh vanishes.16 Electron-hole correlation and
entanglement are thus only present for multiconfigurational
wavefunctions, in agreement with the general notion of
equating multiconfigurational nature with correlation.
B. Dimer model
The model of two weakly interacting chromophores
serves as a valuable tool to elucidate some non-intuitive
properties of electronic excitations.13,17,25 Here, I want to
revisit this type of system in a quantum bit (qubit) notation
(see, e.g., Ref. 39). For this purpose, the molecules are indexed
0 and 1, and the electron and hole are marked by superscripts
E and H . This two-qubit system allows to construct four
excited states, two locally excited ones |0H ,0E⟩ and |1H ,1E⟩,
as well as two charge transfer states |0H ,1E⟩ and |1H ,0E⟩.
Using this basis, two Frenkel exciton states
|Φ±⟩ = 2−1/2  |0H ,0E⟩ ± |1H ,1E⟩ (22)
are constructed as linear combinations of the local states while
the charge resonance states
|Ψ±⟩ = 2−1/2  |0H ,1E⟩ ± |1H ,0E⟩ (23)
are linear combinations of the charge transfer states.
Incidentally, the excitonic and charge resonance states as
discussed here and in a number of other works13,17,25,26 possess
the same form as the so called Bell states, which are the
maximally entangled states of two qubits.39 The presence
of entanglement, i.e., a quantum effect without a classical
analogue, sheds new light on our previous observation13,17
that an understanding of state characters in such cases is
challenging. The problem is seen more readily if the reduced
density operators are computed. These are equivalent in all
four cases39 giving
ρH = 1/2  0H
0H  + 1H
1H  , (24)ρE = 1/2  0E
0E + 1E
1E . (25)
Consequently, an analysis in terms of independent electron
and hole densities does not provide any information as
to which one of the four states |Φ+⟩, |Φ−⟩, |Ψ+⟩, |Ψ−⟩
was initially present. In practical cases the situation is
somewhat improved as the NTO decomposition preserves
some of the mutual information by connecting the individual
hole and electron NTOs. However, recovering the phase
information, which is necessary to differentiate between
excitonic and charge resonance states in the case of delocalized
orbitals,17,25 is more challenging and requires specialized
tools.
In the above case [Eqs. (24) and (25)], there are
two NTO pairs with equal weights (λ1 = λ2 = 1/2) and
consequently SH |E = 1, ZHE = 2. The fact that two non-
vanishing NTO eigenvalues are present for excited states
of two interacting chromophores was pointed out initially
by Mayer.80 Subsequently, we argued based on Ref. 81
that this reflects correlation between the electron and hole
quasiparticles.16,17 Here, a new interpretation is added: the
specific form of the states reflects entanglement.
As a practical example, two interacting ethylene
molecules are studied and the first singlet excited state is
computed at various intermolecular separations. The primary
NTOs for the cases of 6.0 Å and 3.5 Å intermolecular
separation are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The relevant
transitions occur between π and π∗ orbitals. These possess
similar shapes for the 6.0 Å and 3.5 Å cases and a superficial
analysis might lead to the conclusion that the excited states
FIG. 1. Natural transition orbitals (isovalue 0.05) of the first excited state
of two interacting ethylene molecules at 6.0 Å intermolecular separation
computed at the ADC(2)/SV(P) level of theory.
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FIG. 2. Natural transition orbitals (isovalue 0.05) of the first excited state
of two interacting ethylene molecules at 3.5 Å intermolecular separation
computed at the ADC(2)/SV(P) level of theory.
are similar and possess locally excited character in both cases.
However, once the eigenvalue spectrum is taken into account,
this assessment changes dramatically. At 6.0 Å separation
there are two transitions with about equal weights (λ1 ≈ λ2 ≈
0.45) whereas in the case of 3.5 Å separation there is only one
strongly dominant transition (λ1 = 0.86). Clearly, there are
significant qualitative differences in wavefunction character
between these two states. The above discussion helps in the
interpretation of these results. Only the case at 6.0 Å separation
exhibits two NTO transitions with equal weights as required
for a Frenkel exciton state [Eq. (22)]. By contrast, the single
dominant NTO transition at 3.5 Å separation is an indication of
admixture of charge resonance character, as will be discussed
in more detail below. This charge resonance character is
not visible with respect to the delocalized canonical orbitals
(Figure 2) but would be apparent, e.g., for fragment-localized15
orbitals.
In order to study the system in a quantitative manner,
the energy of the first excited state is plotted with respect
to the intermolecular separation in Figure 3(a). Starting
from the right (large separations) the energy is almost
constant until about 5.0 Å separation and strongly decreases
afterwards reaching an exciplex type minimum at around
2.2 Å separation. It should be noted that below 2.5 Å
separation also a doubly excited state comes into play and
photodimerization is initiated.82 However, until that point
the ADC(2) method, as chosen here, is certainly expected
to produce accurate wavefunctions. To monitor the change
in wavefunction character, we use the number of entangled
states ZHE as defined in Eq. (12) (Figure 3(b), black circles).
At large separations one obtains ZHE = 2.8. This large value
derives from the fact that two configurations show some major
involvement in the excitation process as shown in Fig. 1. Once
the molecules move close together, a dramatic decrease in ZHE
is observed. At 3.5 Å separation (cf. Figure 2) this value is
1.5 and it converges to about 1.2 at lower separations. The
crucial finding of Figure 3 is that the ZHE value goes more
or less parallel to the energy. In both cases the onset of the
decrease happens at 5.0 Å, then there is a steep decay, and a
flatter profile around the exciplex minimum. This underlines
that entanglement, as discussed here, is a decisive property of
FIG. 3. Analysis of the first excited singlet state of two interacting ethy-
lene molecules with varying intermolecular separation computed at the
ADC(2)/SV(P) level of theory: (a) energy relative to the ground state at large
separation, (b) number of entangled states (ZHE) and CT character (ωCT).
the wavefunction with severe implications on the energetics
of the system.
The power of the previous analysis is that it is only
concerned with the NTO eigenvalue spectrum and does not
require any more specific analysis of the wavefunctions.
However, it is also interesting to apply our previous spatial
analysis protocols to this system and investigate the CT
character of the system. Whereas there is no net charge
transfer in this symmetric system it is possible that the
electron and hole are separated in a dynamic fashion, leading
to so called charge resonance states. The amount of charge
resonance admixture is quantified by the ωCT value [Eq. (17)]
as shown in Figure 3(b). For large separations ωCT amounts
to 0 showing that the state is a pure Frenkel exciton. At
lower separations, starting at about 5.0 Å, a steady increase
occurs and the value converges to about ωCT = 0.5, i.e., an
even mixture between Frenkel and CT character. A closer
inspection of Figure 3(b) shows that the CT character
behaves as a mirror image to the number of entangled
states, i.e., the loss in entanglement as the molecules move
together is accompanied by an increase in CT admixture.
The impressive feature of this analysis is that two entirely
different analysis strategies, an analysis of the eigenvalue
spectrum and a population analysis, yield consistent trends,
FIG. 4. Molecular structure of the PPV system studied here for varying
number of phenyl rings n = 2, . . .,8.
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FIG. 5. NTOs of the S1 state of (PV)7P computed at the CAM-B3LYP/SVP level of theory. All NTOs with λi > 0.03 are plotted, cutoff value: 0.02.
which furthermore reflect the trends of the total energy of
the system. The picture drawn above is generally consistent
with our previous analyses of the naphthalene, pyridine, and
adenine dimers13,17,83 and of a system of six interacting neon
atoms.24
C. Conjugated polymers
The conjugated polymer poly(para-phenylene vinylene)
(PPV, Figure 4) is chosen as a more challenging system
for testing the presented formalism, and its excited states for
varying chain length are investigated. We have recently studied
this system in great detail36,76 and shall restrict ourselves to
some exemplary analyses here. The discussion is started with
the S1 and T1 states of (PV)7P, i.e., the oligomer containing
eight phenyl rings. For this system, we want to discuss
the analysis of excited state character in some detail using
a hierarchy of three strategies: (i) a depiction of only the
dominant NTO transition, (ii) an analysis of all NTOs and
computation of the entanglement, and (iii) specific more
involved multipole analysis protocols. Option (i) is a common
and straightforward application of the NTO analysis, which
in simple cases provides all the information of interest. The
dominant NTO pair of the S1 state is shown in the first
line of Figure 5. The hole and particle NTOs possess π
and π∗ character and are both localized on the central four
phenyl rings with major contributions on the central two.
Interestingly the dominant NTO pair for the T1 state (Figure 6)
is practically identical to the one of the S1 state, and at this
stage one might presume that, aside from spin-symmetry, the
S1 and T1 wavefunctions are identical. Application of strategy
(ii) significantly alters the viewpoint. Whereas the shapes of
the secondary NTOs between the S1 and T1 states are quite
similar, their amplitudes differ significantly. The question
arises whether the differences in NTO amplitudes are a type
of numerical noise or whether they can be assigned a physical
meaning. For this purpose we suggest using the number of
entangled states ZHE [Eq. (12)] as a well-defined descriptor
to quantify the physical role of the secondary contributions.
In the case of the singlet there are ZHE = 2.6 states involved,
i.e., there are two configurations with significant weights and
some additional smaller contributions as shown in Figure 5.
For the triplet this number is enhanced to 4.1 as more
configurations are involved (Figure 6). From this analysis
it is already clear that the S1 and T1 wavefunctions differ
significantly. Furthermore, the enhanced ZHE values imply
FIG. 6. NTOs of the T1 state of (PV)7P computed at the CAM-B3LYP/SVP level of theory. All NTOs with λi > 0.03 are plotted, cutoff value: 0.02.
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that orbital depictions do not show all information of interest
about this state but that there are also electron-hole correlation
effects hidden as mutual information. Steps (i) and (ii),
performed so far, are a quite general procedure, whereas
the next step (iii) amounts to specifically decoding the mutual
information. In general this third step is more involved and
has to be tailored to the system of interest. We have recently
developed such analysis protocols for conjugated organic
polymers36,76 and shall restrict ourselves to two of the most
instructive quantities: the exciton size and the correlation
coefficient. First, the exciton size dexc [Eq. (19)] is computed
describing the averaged distance between the electron and
hole quasiparticles. This value amounts to 6.9 Å and 5.3 Å
for S1 and T1, respectively. The triplet possesses the smaller
exciton size, i.e., it is more tightly bound. This result, which
is in agreement with general exciton theory,31 follows directly
from application of Eq. (19) whereas it is virtually impossible
to deduce from a pictorial NTO analysis. Interestingly, the
exciton sizes are on the order of the length of just one PV unit
(5.3 Å). These small values are at first surprising considering
that the NTOs are quite delocalized as seen in Figures 5 and 6.
The reason for this discrepancy is long-range correlation, a
property that can be monitored by the recently introduced
electron-hole correlation coefficient Reh [Eq. (20)].16 In the
case of the singlet, the Reh value is 0.78 and for the triplet one
obtains Reh = 0.85.
As a next step, the above properties will be investigated
for PPV oligomers of varying chain lengths, going from
PVP to (PV)7P. In Figure 7(a) the exciton size of the lowest
singlet and triplet states is plotted against the number of
phenyl rings. The exciton size increases at first but levels
off quickly, in agreement with previous studies.36,84 The
values converge to about 7 Å and 5.5 Å for the singlet
and triplet, respectively. This exciton size limit derives from
long-range correlation effects, which are again monitored
using the electron-hole correlation coefficient, as shown in
Figure 7(b): while only modest effects are present for the
smaller systems, strong linear correlation effects are observed
for the larger chains with values reaching above 0.8. The
entanglement is monitored through the number of entangled
states in Figure 7(c). In the case of the smallest systems, this
value is close to one, in agreement with weaker correlation
effects. For the larger systems the number of entangled
states goes up as the exciton size levels off. There is a
steady increase in ZHE indicating that this value would grow
further for larger systems. Generally speaking, Figure 7 shows
the inter-relations between the exciton size, electron-hole
correlation, and entanglement. While the exciton size and
correlation coefficient are computed from multipole moment
expectation values,13,16 the entanglement entropy is computed
by an entirely different approach, by analyzing the NTO
eigenvalue spectrum. The fact that these values lead to
coherent trends underlines the consistency of the theoretical
framework employed.
D. Naphthalene
To illustrate electron-hole entanglement in a smaller
system, naphthalene is studied as a simple small molecule
FIG. 7. Analysis of the first singlet and triplet excited states of PPV
oligomers of varying size computed at the CAM-B3LYP/SVP level of theory:
(a) exciton size (dexc, Å), (b) spatial electron-hole correlation coefficient
(Reh), and (c) number of entangled states (ZHE).
that is well-characterized computationally.25,59,85,86 The lowest
excited state is the 11B3u state, also denoted Lb, which is
characterized by a very low transition strength (f = 0.0001)
polarized along the long molecular axis. This state is reached
by a linear combination of the HOMO-1 to LUMO and
HOMO to LUMO+1 transitions both of which possess
amplitudes of about 49%. The fact that the Lb state is,
for the most part, composed of two independent transitions
is reflected by ZHE = 2.15. The next state, denoted La, is
of 11B2u symmetry. It is optically allowed (f = 0.094) with
TABLE I. The first six singlet ππ∗ excited states of naphthalene computed at
the CAM-B3LYP/SVP level of theory: excitation energy (∆E , eV), oscillator
strength (f), exciton size (dexc, Å), electron-hole correlation coefficient (Reh),
number of entangled states (ZHE), collectivity index (κ), and transition in
terms of the canonical orbitals.
∆E f dexc Reh ZHE κ Transitiona
11B3u(Lb) 4.69 0.00 3.17 0.08 2.15 2.05 H−1L+HL+1
11B2u(La) 4.96 0.09 3.40 −0.03 1.68 1.33 HL
11B1g 6.50 0.00 3.69 −0.32 2.01 1.91 H−2L+HL+2
21B3u 6.74 2.06 3.24 0.05 2.74 2.24 H−1L−HL+1
21B2u 6.85 0.37 3.32 0.00 2.25 1.56 H−1L+1
21B1g 6.99 0.00 2.61 0.35 2.76 2.15 H−2L−HL+2
aCanonical orbitals involved: H: HOMO, H−1: HOMO-1, . . . .
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FIG. 8. Natural transition orbitals (isovalue 0.05) of the 11B3u(Lb) and
21B3u states of naphthalene, which are virtually indistinguishable, thus il-
lustrating that the decisive differences are encoded in the mutual information
between the electron and hole.
polarization along the short axis. This state is dominated
by the HOMO-LUMO transition with reduced contributions
by other orbitals and thus the number of entangled states
is lower, giving ZHE = 1.68. For all higher states, it holds
that ZHE > 2 reflecting the fact that in all cases several
transitions are involved. The collectivity index κ (or PRNTO)
as defined in Eq. (15) reflects the trend in ZHE only that
κ is always somewhat lower. The importance of the mutual
information is reflected in Table I. Taking the two 1B3u states
as an example, it is observed that these are characterized
by almost equivalent orbital transitions considering either
the canonical MOs or the NTOs as shown in Figure 8.
In other words they are equivalent except for the mutual
information between electron and hole, which is represented
here by the relative signs of the transitions given in Table I.
Nonetheless, dramatic differences are observed with respect
to their properties, as seen, e.g., for the excitation energies
and oscillator strengths. In the case of the 1B1g states the
connection between entanglement and spatial correlation
becomes apparent. Despite the fact that both states share
the same orbital transitions, the lower energy 11B1g state
shows a negative correlation of Reh = −0.32, i.e., effective
electron-hole repulsion, whereas a positive correlation of
Reh = 0.35 is obtained for the 21B1g state. A more detailed
phenomenological interpretation of the excited states of
naphthalene is out of the scope of this work. However, the
important conclusion of the above analysis is that states
with identical NTO transitions can possess entirely different
properties. Clearly, a standard NTO analysis does not reveal
the “whole truth” about an excited state, and some of the
crucial properties are determined by superpositions between
the individual NTO transitions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work it was discussed how the spectrum of
the NTO eigenvalues of a one-electron excited state can
be used to compute the entanglement entropy between the
electron and hole subsystems. In the case of dimers and
extended π-systems this entanglement was related to excitonic
correlation effects. The results were compared to our previous
spatial exciton analysis protocols and consistent trends were
found between the different analysis strategies. Entanglement
was also found for the smaller naphthalene molecule and
similar effects were previously reported in other areas,
e.g., in the context of excimer formation,17 crossings between
states,17 and plasmons.18 These effects are related to excited
state collectivity7 and to the multiconfigurational nature of
the excited state but arguably possess a more immediate
meaning within the context of quantum information theory.
A practical consequence follows from the interpretation of
the entanglement entropy (SH |E) as the mutual information
between the electron and hole subsystems. If the SH |E value
is close to zero it suffices to analyze the electron and hole
orbitals independently whereas a larger value can serve as
a diagnostic to indicate the necessity of more specialized
analysis protocols to disentangle correlation and quantum
effects.
It is worth noting that correlation and entanglement as
discussed here, occur already for CIS, sometimes considered
an uncorrelated level of theory. However, CIS clearly creates
multiconfigurational wavefunctions in cases where the excited
state is not described by a single NTO transition, i.e., the case
of ZHE > 1. It is thus not surprising that correlation effects
should surface in such cases, in agreement with a previous
analysis.81 Enhancing the level of theory to treat dynamic
electron correlation affects the results on a quantitative
level36,56 but does not introduce new qualitative features.
An extension to include spin is possible by performing
the summation of Eq. (11) over the individual α and β
eigenvalues and could provide additional information in the
case of unrestricted calculations. A more challenging task
is the extension of the current formalism to two-electron
excitations or to open-shell ground states.
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